Reply to "Comment on 'Correlations between isobaric and isochoric fragilities and thermodynamical scaling exponent for glass-forming liquids' ".
Our recent paper [A. Grzybowski, K. Grzybowska, J. Zioło, and M. Paluch, Phys. Rev. E 74, 041503 (2006)] tested the correlations between isobaric and isochoric fragilities, m_{P} and m_{V} , as well as the scaling exponent gamma under elevated pressure conditions. The preceding paper [R. Casalini and C. M. Roland, Phys. Rev. E 76, 013501 (2007)] is a Comment by the authors of the correlations originally determined for atmospheric pressure. In this Reply we present our point of view on criticisms contained in the Comment. We clarify and maintain our previously drawn conclusions.